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A very very brief overview

Digital tools best practices

For collaborative annotation

For text analysis

For interactive media-rich timelines

And sharing!
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What are the
Digital
Humanities?
It depends!

I see them as a community of practice
straddling both digital technology and the
humanities disciplines.
This spans from large funded projects in digital archiving to
research in the history of computing to using tools like Zotero
in our everyday research.

Why use DH tools
in the classroom?
DH tools can encourage digital literacy, creativity,
collaboration, personal agency, and tangible
contribution to knowledge production.
And we are also relying HARD on the digital right now...
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Become comfortable with the
tools before you unleash
them on your students.

02

Let students opt out, or offer
alternative ways to complete
the assignment.

Considerations

For always, but especially relevant in Covid times.

Hypothes.is is an open-source
browser plug-in that allows you
to annotate anything on the
web.

https://web.hypothes.is/start/

Why do we annotate?

"Annotations Finnegans Wake" by Medieval Karl on Flickr is
licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

https://web.hypothes.is/start/

https://shakespeare.folger.edu/shakespeares-works/a-midsummer-nights-dream/act-1-scene-1/

https://shakespeare.folger.edu/shakespeares-works/a-midsummer-nights-dream/act-1-scene-1/

Hypothes.is
works in
layers

Public
Anyone, anywhere, can see and respond to your
annotations.

Private
Annotate just for yourself by marking your
annotations "Only me."

Private Groups
Create a group and share the link:
https://hypothes.is/groups/zqAyKy9n/dh-toolkitdemo

https://web.hypothes.is/blog/back-to-school-with-annotation-10-ways-to-annotate-with-students/

https://hypothes.is/groups/zqAyKy9n/dh-toolkit-demo

Ways to use
Hypothes.is in
the classroom
Have students help each other
understand a complex text

Use annotation for a seminarstyle discussion

Instructor pre-populates a
text with questions or key
points

Tag key themes so they can be
searched later

Have students annotate your
lecture notes/slides

Use multimedia in annotations

https://voyant-tools.org/

What is text
analysis?
The practice of treating words and other textual
elements as data.
For example, we might use algorithms to count word
frequencies, co-occurrences, or to cluster statistically
generated topics in a text or body of work.
It is sometimes referred to as "distant reading."

https://voyant-tools.org/

Click the "windows" to change tools

Click the slider to change tool settings

Click the question mark to learn about the tool

https://voyant-tools.org/

Voyant in
the {virtual}
classroom
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Have students play

02

Have them look at their own
writing
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Use Voyant to generate search
terms

Ask them if they got results they were
expecting from the text or from different
tools. What trends and patterns emerge?

Loading their own essays into Voyant can
be eye opening for the revision process!

Put a core class reading into Voyant to
discover keywords for further research -see lesson here:
https://lessonplans.dwrl.utexas.edu/cont
ent/building-word-clouds-generatesearch-terms.html

Voyant in
the {virtual}
classroom
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To supplement close reading

05

Upload multiple texts

Using small segments of text can help pull
out key points--see lesson here:
https://amplabfau.wordpress.com/2018/
04/16/voyant-tools-close-reading/

To see trends in a particular genre or
authors work--see lesson here:
https://hfroehli.ch/2019/04/22/usi

https://timeline.knightlab.com/

Date Fields

Text Fields

Media Fields

A short "in-class" assignment
Make a collective Timeline and have students add one
thing about the history of your class topic.

A semesters-long continuous timeline
Students add entries throughout the semester,
providing context for readings on the syllabus-https://hcommons.org/deposits/item/hc:31089/

A timeline that spans multiple
semesters
Students add to a timeline started by previous
classes-- https://www.chronicle.com/article/apedagogy-that-spans-semesters/

A Final Project
Students have a choice to submit a timeline in lieu of
a paper-https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/127808215346
1567490.html

TimelineJS
ideas

https://digitalpedagogy.hcommons.org/keyword/Labor

TimelineJS
Workshop
RSVP at https://go.fiu.edu/timelinejs
Coming

Coming up 9/23:
ArcGIS StoryMaps Workshop

Questions?
and additional resources, again:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10PM9h5cXYIyaI67aS84m4FKW3UUyj0xEfIK7L1nXzAk/edit
?usp=sharing

Get in touch
with me

Email

Website

Schedule a consultation with me!

mocastro@fiu.edu
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